
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a sales support senior analyst.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for sales support senior analyst

Responsible for supporting 7-10 Sales executives in the US while providing
market intelligence insights into various target markets, potential clients,
Industry issues and trends, competitive analysis
Developing market intelligence through the public domain from primary and
secondary sources, including financial databases like Factiva, Bloomberg
Solid understanding of Hitachi Vantara vision and sales process and how it
relates to Salesforce.com
Support initiatives which leverage technology to promote process and
behavioral change, to increase efficiencies and effectiveness back into the
field Sales Organization
Communicate with business users in receiving, validating and developing
requirements within the Salesforce.com platform
Ability to clearly articulate the business requirements with COE (Center of
Excellence) resources to develop the technical requirements
Captures and manages feedback from business regarding value and
relevance of current system functionality
Reconciliation of user requirements to new system capabilities
Design conceptual and logical models to meet requested requirements
Participate in development of functional conceptualization, design, testing,
deployment and post-support training

Qualifications for sales support senior analyst

Example of Sales Support Senior Analyst Job
Description
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Excellent problem solving skills, balanced byjudgment to raise issues and
seek advice when required
Team member of the Resources UKI Sales Team
Bachelor’s degree in quantitative fields, Statistics, Math, Operations Research
and Economic or a Social Sciences Degree with application of statistical
insights preferred
Strong analytical skills with proven ability to aggregate and analyze disparate
data sources to derive business Insights and recommendations
Excellent reporting skills with proven experience with BI report and
dashboard development in a Qlik or similar technology essential
Knowledge of database concepts and how software/applications are used to
analyze data


